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19.01.2018

To
Shri Anupam Shrivastava,
CMD BSNL,
Bharat Sanchar Bhawan,
Janpath, New Delhi – 110 001
Sir,
Sub: - Damages caused to BSNL’s cable network – lackadaisical attitude of the administration to
contain the same - reg.
Kindly recollect the discussion that has taken place between the Core Committee and the CMD BSNL on
17.01.2018, wherein the General Secretary, BSNLEU, raised the above issue.
It is frequently being brought to our notice, by our field units that, the cables of BSNL, both OFC and
Copper cables, are being extensively damaged in various parts of the countrry
y. The damages are caused
by the negligent attitude of various government agencies, who are involved in digging the roads for
various purposes. W e are also being informed that our cables are being damaged by certain vested
interests as well.
There is a general opinion amon
g our field units that, the authorities at the circle and district levels do not
ng
take sufficient precautionary actiio
ons to stop our cables from being damaged. Similarly, stringent criminal
actions are also not being initiated by our authorities, against anti-social elements who steal / damage
our cables.
When both the Management, as well as the unions and associations are straining their nerves to
improve the quality of our services, it is needless to state that disruption caused to our services, due to
damaged cables, create wide spread dissatisfaction among our customers. Sufficient precautionary
action taken to stop cable damages will help to improve customer satisfaction to a great extent.
In this regard, we wish to state tth
hat BSNLEU has written a letter on 13.10.2015, addressed to Shri Ravi
Shankar Prasad ji, the then Hon’ble Minister for Communication & IT on this issue, with copies endorsed
to the CMD BSNL and the Director (CFA), BSNL. W e regret to say that not much improvement is
observed on this issue, till date.
In view of the foregoing, we earnestly request you to kindly look into the matter and cause to take
needful action to protect our cables, through vigilant and stringent measures.
Thanking you,
Yours sincerely,

[P. Abhimanyu]
General Secretary
Copy to: Shri N.K. Mehta, Director (CFA), BSNL, New Delhi – 110001

